The sequence domain impedance modeling of wind turbines (WTs) has been widely used in the stability analysis between WTs and weak grids with high line impedance. An aggregated impedance model of the wind farm is required in the system-level analysis. However, directly aggregating WT small-signal impedance models will lead to an inaccurate aggregated impedance model due to the mismatch of reference frame definitions among different WT subsystems, which may lead to inaccuracy in the stability analysis. In this paper, we analyze the impacts of the reference frame mismatch between a local small-signal impedance model and a global one on the accuracy of aggregated impedance and the accuracy of impedance-based stability analysis. The results revealed that the impact is related to the power distribution of the studied network. It was found that that the influence of mismatch on stability analysis became subtle when subsystems were balanced loaded. Considering that balanced loading is a common configuration of the practical application, direct impedance aggregation by local small-signal models can be applied due to its acceptable accuracy.
Introduction
Renewable power generation systems are often connected to a weak AC grid with high line impedance. The feeding of most renewable energy into the grid is obtained by grid-tied power-electronic devices. The power-electronic devices have complicated dynamic characteristics within a wide frequency range and interact with the grid [1] .
The unstable resonances between the renewable power generation system and the weak grid within a wide frequency band have been frequently reported [2] . The reasons behind these resonances are the insufficient small-signal stability margin of the interconnected system consisting of a renewable energy generation system and a weak grid.
One of the most widely used methods to study this small-signal stability problem is impedance-based analysis. The impedance-based stability analysis method focuses on the terminal characteristic of the subsystems, where the interconnected system can be divided into multiple subsystems and modeled separately [3] . In impedance-based analysis, the subsystems can also be regarded as black boxes, and their terminal frequency domain characteristic can be obtained through a sweep frequency test, which highlights the method's advantage in practical application. Usually, a power-electronic interfaced wind turbine (WT) is modeled as a load subsystem, which behaves as a current source with an internal parallel connected impedance [4] . The weak grid is modeled as a source subsystem, which behaves as a voltage source with an internal series-connected impedance. If those two internal impedances are not compatible (e.g., when the two internal impedances form a series resonance circuit with negative resistance), then unstable resonance in the interconnected system will occur [3] . Due to its simplicity and good extensibility, impedance-based analysis is also widely applied in system-level analysis where multiple WTs are considered [5, 6] .
To obtain the impedance model analytically over a wider frequency band, linearization is required. Such a small-signal impedance model can be developed in different domains. Typical domain choices include stationary sequence domain [7] or synchronous DQ domain [8] . Other alternative choices such as modified sequence domain and phasor domain can be found in [9, 10] . These models are all two-dimensional in order to capture the terminal frequency response characteristic of the converter. Moreover, linear coordinate transformations are founded to establish their equivalences [10] in single-machine analysis (e.g., grid-connected converter or double-fed induction generator). The developed model does a good job of describing the influence of grid-side converter (GSC) dynamics on the impedance characteristic where phase-locked loop and DC-link voltage control are considered [11, 12] .
In general, the linearization requires the definition of an operation point. Therefore, the obtained small-signal impedance model is dependent on the expression of an operation point, and is further linked to the choice of reference frame. For studies of single-machine analysis, the reference frame is chosen by assuming that the fundamental voltage at the point of common coupling (PCC) has zero phase angle. However, in multiple-machine analysis, the terminal voltages of each subsystem are not necessary the same due to the line impedance.
The consequences of reference frame mismatch on the impedance model aggregation which is performed in the system-level analysis are discussed in [13, 14] . It was shown that the mismatch issue is an obstacle for the simple aggregation of a small-signal impedance model. Though power flow analysis performed in the entire network can solve the mismatch issue, the merits of impedance-based analysis (e.g., simplicity, intuitiveness) are compromised.
One method to avoid the mismatch issue is to adopt the diagonal signal impedance model proposed in [7] . One of the merits of diagonal sequence domain impedance is the irrelevance to reference frame choice which enables its easier expansion to larger systems [2] . Nevertheless, its prediction accuracy becomes poorer when it comes to unstable resonance happening closer to the fundamental frequency, where the unstable resonances have two frequency components symmetrical about the fundamental frequency. This is known as the mirror frequency effect (MFE) [10] , which is excluded in the diagonal impedance model. To predict unstable resonance events accurately, the sequence domain impedance model, which is a non-diagonal matrix, is proposed in [15, 16] .
However, as long as the MFE is considered in the sequence domain model with its two dimensions being coupled, it becomes dependent on the reference frame, just as with the DQ domain one. Hence, the direct connection of these small-signal impedance models without considering the differences among the reference frames of each WT may result in an inaccurate lumped impedance model. This issue is not discussed in [6] , where an MFE-included aggregated impedance model of a wind farm is used to study its resonance with the connection to a weak grid.
In order to keep impedance-based analysis simple and intuitive, it is desired to investigate the impedance aggregation method without considering the reference frame issue, as long as the compromise in accuracy is acceptable. Therefore, a comparison between an aggregated type-IV WT impedance model obtained by the accurate aggregation method and the direct aggregation method is presented. The influence of the direct aggregation method on stability analysis is investigated for an interconnected system consisting of a type-IV WT and a weak AC grid.
Background on the Impedance Modeling of Multiple WTs
An example of larger-scale wind farms in the sending terminal grid in Xinjiang, China is demonstrated as shown in Figure 1 . Four hierarchies can be found considering the impedance aggregation of the wind farms in the sending terminal grid. The lowest level is the single WT, in which WTs are connected to the 35-kV side of a step-up transformer installed in the wind farm terminal. Then, the wind farms are clustered to the substation by a 110-kV transmission line, which is the second level. The third level is composed of the substations, which are connected to the main transformer by a 220-kV transmission line. Finally, the voltage level is increased to 750 kV by the main transformer, and through a long transmission line and another transformer, the sending terminal grid is integrated into the external grid. Thus, the highest level of impedance aggregation is to obtain the terminal characteristic of the whole sending terminal grid. The impedance aggregation procedure is briefly explained as follows. Firstly, assuming an impedance model of a wind turbine seen from its 690 V terminal is already obtained, to get its impedance model seen from 35 kV at a higher level, it needs to be transformed to the 35 kV side and be series-connected with the impedance model of the transformer and the impedance of the transmission line which connects it to the PCC at 35 kV. Then, the models are lumped with other WT impedance models at 35 kV and an aggregate impedance model of multiple WTs seen from the 35 kV PCC is obtained. Similar steps need to be repeated when aggregating impedance models at 35 kV to higher levels.
During the development of the aggregated impedance model, the involved WTs may have different angle phase of their terminal voltage, indicating that their impedance models are not in a common global frame. Therefore, directly aggregating impedance models from lowest to highest levels will lead to model mismatch. However, if the mismatch is within an acceptable range, then the direct aggregation method is a preferred choice because it usually avoids power flow analysis, which might be complicated and time consuming due to the uncertainty of renewable energy [17, 18] , and the simplicity of impedance-based analysis will be lost.
Moreover, it is worth mentioning that impedance aggregation is not only about analytical impedance models, but also about impedance models obtained by the impedance sweeping frequency test [19] . In order to be consistent with the analytical model for post validation, the measurement results should meet the assumption that the fundamental voltage at the WT terminal has zero phase angle, which is achieved by adjusting the beginning of fast Fourier transform (FFT) windows. In other words, the WT impedance model obtained by measurement is local-frame-based. It is complicated to obtain impedance models in the global frame by synchronizing the beginning time of all the FFT windows, which in turn shows the significance of investigating the accuracy of the direct impedance aggregation using local impedance models.
Reference-Dependent Properties of a Small-Signal Sequence Domain Impedance Model

Series Connection
The series connection of a small-signal impedance model is illustrated in Figure 2a . Assuming that the terminal voltage of kth WT at point A k consists of a fundamental frequency component and one pair of small-signal sinusoidal perturbations, it can be expressed in the time domain as:
where V 1 is the amplitude of the fundamental voltage; V p and φ vp are the amplitude and phase angle of the positive sequence voltage perturbation, respectively; and V n and φ vn are the amplitude and phase angle of the negative sequence voltage perturbation, respectively. The small voltage perturbation in (1) will stimulate a small current response with both positive and negative sequence, which are superposed on the fundamental current and can be expressed as:
Then, the impedance model Z l k of the kth WT maps the small-signal perturbations between current and voltage, and can be represented as:
where
The superscript l shown in (3) indicates that the impedance model of the kth WT is under the assumption that fundamental voltage at A k has zero phase angle. In other words, the local reference frame of the kth WT is aligned to the fundamental voltage at its own terminal A k , hence (3) is a local-reference-frame-based small-signal model. On the other hand, the impedance model of the connecting component of line A k B shown in Figure 2a can be expressed as:
where the off-diagonal elements in the impedance matrix are zeros since the connecting components are passive elements (e.g., transmission line or leakage inductance of the transformers), and there is no coupling in their impedance matrices.
To obtain the impedance model of the kth branch seen from point B, the local variables of the kth WT in (3) including the terminal voltage and current need to be transformed to the global reference frame, which can be represented as:
where θ k is the angular displacement between the phase angle of the fundamental voltage at B which the global frame is aligned to, and the phase angle of the fundamental voltage at A k which the local frame of the kth WT is aligned to. Note that the impedance-based analysis method requires the separation of the system into one source subsystem and one load subsystem. The global frame is referred to the point where the separation is implemented. Then, combining (3), (6), and (7), the series-connected impedance model seen from point B can be obtained as:
In contrast, the direct series connection of impedance models (3) and (6) can be expressed as:
It can be found that in (9) the angle of Z np,k is 2θ k lagging while the angle of Z pn.k is 2θ k leading, resulting in inaccurate modeling of the MFE.
The above analysis of error caused by local model aggregation was verified by a sweeping frequency simulation of a 1.5-MW Type IV wind turbine connected to the grid through a transformer. The short-circuit impedance of the 690 V/35 kV transformer was 6.67%. It can be found in Figure 3 that the local impedance model aggregation consisting of a Type IV wind turbine and transformer could achieve an accurate admittance of diagonal element Y pp . However, for the off-diagonal element Y pn , though its amplitude was well fitted, there were constant errors between the analytical phase model and the simulation result, which validates the accuracy analysis of the series-connected impedance model shown in (8) and (9) . 
Parallel Connection
The parallel connection of a small-signal impedance model is illustrated in Figure 2b . The kth WT can be expressed as:
Unlike series connection, the two components connected in parallel are subjected to the same
. Besides, the current response i p and i n of WTs in parallel can be calculated as:
Then, the admittance matrix of the aggregated system is the sum of the two WTs, which can be represented as:
If the line impedance between nearby WTs in the wind farm is negligible, as illustrated in Figure 2b , the admittance model of the wind farm containing identical WTs can be expressed as:
where n is the number of WTs inside the wind farm.
Combination of Series Connection and Parallel Connection
For typical impedance model aggregation applications such as the one shown in Figure 1 , the impedance aggregation model can be expressed as:
where the function "series" describes the series connection of the impedance Z k of the kth WT, Z ck is the impedance model including transmission lines and the transformer which connects Z k to a higher hierarchy. θ k is the reference frame mismatch between the global one and the local one, which is set to zero in the direct series connection method. The function "parallel" describes the parallel connection of impedance models of n subsystems. Z agg is the aggregated impedance model of n parallel branches. An example scenario is that the impedance models of WTs are series-connected to the leakage inductance of the step-up transformer before they are connected in the AC bus. In Section 2, it was pointed out that for off-diagonal elements, the direct series connection of two impedance models will lead to the phase error, while the amplitude correctness is kept. However, when further connection such as (14) is applied, the mismatch can also be found in the impedance amplitude.
The accurate method of impedance aggregation can be written as:
The result of the direct impedance aggregation which neglects differences between the local reference frame and the global reference frame can be written as:
According to (15) and (16), Y l pn and Y pn are usually different unless the angular displacement θ k between the global frame and the local frame is the same for all branches.
Discussion of the Mismatch Caused by Model Connection
During the impedance aggregation of WTs, plenty of serial connections will exist due to the line impedance and leakage inductance of the transformers, which will affect the aggregation accuracy of the impedance model.
On one hand, in some cases, the accuracy influence due to the reference frame issue may be ignored. According to (8) , the mismatch will be acceptable if either the amplitude of off-diagonal elements is negligible or the angle differences θ k among branches are very small.
The example for the first case is that WT has conservative PLL design and strong DC-link, in which off-diagonal elements in the impedance model can be neglected due to much smaller amplitude [7] . As a result, the conventional sequence domain impedance proposed in [7] , without off-diagonal terms, can be treated as a passive impedance element because this kind of model can be connected in series without losing accuracy.
The example for the second case is that of the impedance model aggregation inside one wind farm. Due to the small length of connection line between nearby WTs, the WTs share almost the same voltage perturbation at their terminals. Then, the direct aggregation methods of the small-signal impedance model can be applied to WTs inside the wind farm.
On the other hand, there are also cases where the grid-connected WTs have a coupling characteristic where the amplitude of off-diagonal elements is considerable, especially around fundamental frequency [15, 16] , or the voltage drop across the connection line becomes larger in a weaker grid network. In all these scenarios, it is necessary to investigate how the accuracy of the direct aggregated impedance model will be affected and how these mismatches affect the impedance-based stability analysis. Therefore, in order to keep the advantage of impedance-based stability analysis, the side effect of the direct impedance aggregation methods on stability analysis needs to be evaluated in the practical application.
Impedance Model Aggregation of a Type-IV WT
Because the reference frame mismatch issue is related to the off-diagonal elements of the impedance model, in order to analyze its impact on the stability of interconnection between type-IV WTs and the weak grid, the characteristic of the off-diagonal element of the type-IV WT impedance model needs to be investigated first.
The type-IV WT analyzed in this paper is interfaced with the grid by a GSC. The topology and the control system of the GSC are depicted in Figure 4 . The v rdc is the reference of DC-link voltage. The desired terminal voltage of the converter is represented by m abc , and it is realized as the terminal voltage of the converter e abc , which is generated by pulse width modulation (PWM). The PWM process and digital control delay can be expressed as e x = e −1.5T sw s K m m x (x = a, b, c) in average model development, where T sw is the switching frequency and K m is the modulation index. According to the impedance modelling method proposed in [20] , the analytical impedance model of a GSC can be developed by a 2 × 2 matrix, which is verified by a sweeping test in the simulation, as demonstrated in Figure 5 . The parameters of the GSC are listed in Table 1 . It can be observed that the off-diagonal elements in admittance matrix had comparable or even larger amplitude than the diagonal elements near fundamental frequency, which indicates that within the frequency band near fundamental frequency, the frequency domain characteristics of a WT terminal can be largely affected by off-diagonal admittance elements. In the frequency band away from the fundamental frequency, the amplitude of off-diagonal elements quickly rolled off, and the small-signal admittance model of the WT had negligible MFE, and behaved like a passive impedance element. According to (8) , the reference frame mismatch issue should be considered only when off-diagonal elements dominate over the characteristic of the impedance matrix. In other words, when it comes to the investigation of reference frame mismatch, the frequency band of interest is the one around the fundamental frequency, where off-diagonal elements have much higher amplitude than diagonal elements.
The stability of the interconnected system consisting of a weak grid and a single GSC is determined by their impedance ratio [4] . If the eigenloci of the impedance ratio encircles (−1,0) in the complex plane, the interconnected system is unstable. Both the load subsystem WT and source subsystem have 2 × 2 impedance matrix, and their impedance ratio L can be calculated as:
where the impedance of the source subsystem Z g was assumed to be passive impedance with zero off-diagonal elements in this paper.
The impedance ratio shown in (17) has two eigenloci λ 1 and λ 2 , which can be expressed as:
When the GSC with impedance characteristic shown in Figure 5 is connected to a weak grid where the SCR is 1.56, the eigenloci of the interconnected system are shown in Figure 6 . It is observed that the eigenloci near fundamental frequency were closest to (−1,0) where the system stability margin was very limited. The influence of off-diagonal elements on the stability analysis can be illustrated by the comparison of eigenloci near the fundamental frequency shown in Figure 7 , in which the simplified eigenloci neglecting off-diagonal GSC admittance elements are represented as:
It can be observed that the simplified eigenloci were far away from (−1,0). Therefore, it can be concluded that the off-diagonal elements were responsible for pushing the eigenloci near the fundamental frequency to (−1,0) . In other words, the eigenloci were largely affected by the term 4L pn L np which is associated with the off-diagonal elements Y pn and Y np of the GSC. Therefore, the off-diagonal elements of the GSC admittance model play an important role in stability analysis, especially in predicting the stability problem around the fundamental frequency.
Furthermore, since the amplitude of eigenloci, approximated by |L pn L np |, is proportional to |Y pn Y np |, there is a positive correlation between the amplitude of eigenloci and the amplitude of off-diagonal elements in the WT impedance model. The smaller amplitude of eigenloci near the fundamental frequency will make them move away from (−1,0). Thus, it can be concluded that a smaller amplitude of off-diagonal admittance elements leads to a larger stability margin of the interconnected system around the fundamental frequency, which is illustrated in Figure 7 , showing that eigenloci shrank as the amplitude of off-diagonal WT admittance reduced. It should also be pointed out that the phase mismatch shown in the off-diagonal elements can be canceled when calculating eigenloci (18) , which can be expressed as:
Therefore, the phase mismatch does not degrade the precision of the stability analysis. Practically, there are huge numbers of WTs integrated in the wind farm. To simplify the stability analysis, the assumption was made here that all WTs had the same control parameters and power factor control mode. The only difference between them was the active power reference which could be different due to wind energy distribution. Figure 8 shows how the active power influenced the off-diagonal elements of the WT admittance model. It is demonstrated that greater active power output increased the amplitude of off-diagonal elements, while it had little impact on the phase of the off-diagonal elements, especially inside the frequency band of interest, around the fundamental frequency. This is illustrated by the interval defined by two dotted lines shown in Figure 8 , where off-diagonal elements had higher amplitude. If the impedance of each wind farm was approximated by the impedance model of an equivalent WT with the same power rating, it can be inferred that impedance models of wind farms would have similar phase characteristic of their off-diagonal elements. The amplitude of off-diagonal elements in the impedance models of wind farms are positively correlated to their active power. Therefore, if the impedance models of the wind farms are aggregated, the aggregation can be illustrated by the vector diagram shown in Figure 9 in the case of three-branch aggregation. The key point is that every Y l pn,k is in the same direction due to their same phase angle in the frequency band of interest. Besides, their active power outputs are presented by the length of their vectors. As illustrated in Figure 9 , the amplitude error between the accurate model and the one obtained by local model aggregation can be calculated as:
It can be observed in (21) that the amplitude of the off-diagonal elements of an accurate impedance model will be shorter than the one obtained by the direct aggregation method. The mismatch could be subtle if θ k are similar to each other, even if all of them are not small. An indicator J can be defined by calculating the mean amplitude error of off-diagonal elements over frequency band [ f 1 , f 2 ] where reference frame issue matters, and expressed as:
The amplitude of the off-diagonal elements is a critical factor in the prediction of the stability margin near fundamental frequency. Larger J indicates poorer accuracy of the stability analysis obtained by the direct impedance aggregation. Figure 9 . Off-diagonal element aggregation of substations.
Impedance Modeling of Multiple WTs in a Wind Farm
The case shown in Figure 1 is studied here at the substation level. The impedance model of all substations seen from main transformer at 220 kV side was built. The base power was set as 4000 MW and the base voltage was set as 220 kV. The parameters of the case are listed in Table 2 . The angle displacements between the four local reference frames of each subsystem and the global reference frame were calculated using power flow calculation and are listed in Table 2 . The error indicator J 1 was calculated over the frequency band [40 Hz,60 Hz] and it was equal to 0.0633. The comparison between the local-reference-based lumped wind farm impedance model and the global-reference-based lumped wind farm impedance model about off-diagonal elements and eigenloci is shown in Figure 10 , where grid impedance had 0.058 p.u. resistance and 0.423 p.u. reactance. It was found that although there was a phase mismatch of about 30 • in off-diagonal element modeling, the eigenloci of two models were almost identical. It is demonstrated that when branches in the system were loaded in balance, the mismatch of the reference frame hardly perturbed the eigenloci of the system. In other words, the stability analysis results obtained by aggregating local models and aggregating the global-reference-frame-based models were the same. In this circumstances, the direct impedance model is preferred because it avoids power flow analysis. However, if the active power distribution among the four substations changes, the accuracy of the stability analysis with the direct impedance aggregation method will also be changed, which could be reflected by a changed error indicator J. Here the active power generation of substation 2 was kept as 900 MW and the remaining 3100 MW was redistributedamong the other three substations. The relationship between active power distribution and the error indicator J is presented in Figure 11 . It was observed that a small indicator J could be found in most situations of active power distribution, since most of the surface of J shown in Figure 11 is rendered by deep blue. Therefore, the inaccuracy in the stability analysis due to impedance model mismatch caused by the direct aggregation method should be ignored, which is similar to that demonstrated in the previous case. Nevertheless, J could increase to above 0.2 when substation 3 with a relatively large transmission line impedance was heavy loaded. The increase of J was alleviated when substation 1 was heavily loaded, since the voltage angle difference between the connection line became smaller because the impedance of the transmission line connecting substation 1 was the smallest one in the studied case.
To show the consequence of an increased indicator J, the stability analysis was carried out on another active power distribution with J = 0.2072, whose parameters are shown in Table 3 . Comparing it to the first case shown in Table 2 , the active power in substation 3 increased to about half of the total active power generated by the whole wind farm cluster. In Figure 12 , two eigenloci-one obtained by the accurate aggregated impedance model and the other obtained by the direct aggregated impedance-are presented, where the grid impedance had 0.134 p.u. resistance and 0.972 p.u. reactance. Instability was predicted according to the eigenloci of the direct aggregated model, which encircles (−1,0). However, due to eigenloci expansion explained previously, there was still some stability margin left predicted by the accurate aggregated impedance model, though it was not large. The above stability analysis was validated by the time-domain simulation shown in Figure 13 , where the system kept stable when the active power of the whole wind farm stepped from 1.0 p.u. to 1.06 p.u. at 1 s, though an apparent overshoot of the output current indicates that the system margin was not large. 
Conclusions
The model of WTs' sequence domain small-signal impedance characteristic is dependent on the local reference frame. Directly connecting the WT impedance model with other impedance models in the sending terminal grid will lead to inaccuracy in the modeling of off-diagonal admittance elements due to the reference frame mismatch, which is caused by the voltage angle differences among the aggregated subsystems. The accuracy of stability analysis was investigated, considering the mismatch between the accurate impedance model built by the impedance aggregation method considering reference frame mismatch and the simplified impedance model built by the direct aggregation method. It was found that the extent of mismatch was related to active power flow. The impact of reference frame mismatch on the impedance-based stability tended to be subtle in common configuration where branches are loaded in balance. Therefore, direct impedance model aggregation can be applied with confidence in its accuracy for common applications. Nevertheless, attention still needs to be paid to inaccurate stability analysis when some branches are extremely heavily loaded. 
